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Preamble
The Human Race says—No!

The free human soul in commonsense touch with reality is humanity’s greatest
power—and we shall never trade it in for any promise of “security.” Therefore:
• Human beings are not test animals to be managed, controlled,
experimented upon and manipulated by the elites (billionaires, banks,
power-brokers—and their various henchmen and handmaids: politicians,
corporations, media personalities, academics and entertainers).
• The earth is not a Petri-dish to hold and grow the culture of the elites. It is
humanity’s home.
• Society is not a space for endless social engineering. It is human
community.
• Nations are not a set of borders. Nations are people and their precious
heritage.
The time has come for a contest of wills. Who has greater power? A handful of
elites with their billions in cash? Or, billions of ordinary human beings with
common sense? Human common sense, ingenuity, and decency will always
triumph.
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The Chief End: The Pied Piper of Globalist Eugenics
The direst threat facing humanity today is a collection of bureaucratic Enlightened
elites trying to fix the world of its various problems, imagined, contrived or
otherwise. This has fashioned an elite anti-culture that exerts its will (through its
vast resources and power) to “build back better,” by which is meant the
transformation of the world and the entire human community into whatever the
elites imagine both should be. In effect, it is the systematic deployment of hubris,
whereby wealth and privilege transform the elites into mild-mannered and wise
Benefactors, when in reality they seek to control not simply money and industry—
but being itself.
This has created the multi-pronged elite agenda and abstract Enlightened Reason
as the sole measure of all truth that seeks to fix economics, society, politics, even
humanity itself—and thereby heal nature. Hence the various green initiatives, the
many reimagined social justice programs, the persistent attack on human reality
and norms, the destabilization of money (out-of-control inflation and Modern
Monetary Theory), the de-industrialization of the West, and strategies to
undermine the nation-state.
The past many years have seen the imposition of this elite culture upon the entire
planet, with the aid of the many tickbirds and oxpeckers that thickly flock the
higher education-media-entertainment propaganda arm, whose job it is to
convince the masses eagerly and happily to accept as progress the many fixes
offered by Benevolent Despots. And thus to oppose The Elite is to oppose
progress itself—or, as is often heard, it is to oppose science itself.
Therefore, elite culture is not about politics of Left or Right, Liberal or
Conservative. It is solely about the ownership of being—existence itself has been
commodified so that it can only be properly owned by the Benefactors. This
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commodification is called “truth.” Elite Reason is the measure of all truth,
goodness, beauty, and being.
The next logical step is the implementation of this “truth”—which is the Great
Reset that, in the words of Klaus Schwab (the Benefactors’ prophet) seeks “to
create a more inclusive, resilient and sustainable world going forward.” A very
ancient dream!—Utopia, a paradise on earth, in which all of being is managed,
controlled, and regulated by the Benefactors.
In effect, then, elite culture is two things:
First, it is eugenics (Malthusian) because it seeks to manage and improve
humanity. In this respect, it makes several assumptions:
• There are too many people on this plant, and humanity has to be taught to
live within manageable (sustainable) limits, because too many people will
destroy the planet. The logic of “family-planning” is here extended to all of
humanity, since we are all “one family.” Of course, those dispensing the
“planning” will be the wise Benefactors.
• The past (history) gave humanity too much sovereignty, which allowed for
excessive “growth” and harmful expansion of populations. Therefore,
history has no value or purpose since it models and even glorifies the
problem of uncontrolled human expansion.
• Traditional society was created to enable the growth and expansion of
humanity. Therefore, said society must be dismantled and replaced by one
that will continually curtail humanity.
• All economic systems (especially capitalism) were created to allow for
population expansion. Therefore, capitalism must be dismantled and
replaced by green economics, which will limit humanity’s harm to the
planet.
• The disseminator of this harm has been the West. Therefore, its wealth
must now be used to dismantle it, especially its capitalism and its national
sovereignty. The Benefactors will distribute wealth in an equitable manner.
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• Western political habits (democracy, individualism, personal wealth) must
be undone because they enable population expansion. Therefore, a more
sustainable, non-Western form of society must be established.
• Nations are relics of expansionist humanity and must be dismantled so that
the entire planet may become a unified and controlled habitation for
humanity, contained within “green” cities, well-managed by the
Benefactors.
Pied-Piper Globalist Eugenics has spawned the entire woke habit of mind, which
seeks to implement elite agenda down to the minutest levels of human existence.
Second, the elite agenda seeks to heal the planet from the damage done by
humanity; and in this healing process, all of the aims of eugenics also become
firmly established:
• Energy must be green and sustainable.
• CO2 is harmful and its emission must be eliminated by ending the use of
fossil fuels.
• Agriculture must change by becoming limited.
• Animal husbandry must be drastically reduced so there is less or even no
meat consumption.
• Humans must learn to eat different forms of protein.
• Houses must not be single-family, but multi-family, units.
• The reach of humanity must be limited, so a single human can only go as far
as his own two feet, or on a bicycle.
• In brief, humanity must be localized—it must be taught to never again be
expansive, never again to grow and multiply.
The basis of all this radical transformation is largely dependent on scientific
theories and nonsensical notions, such as the those put forward by oxpeckers like
the Potsdam Institute for Climate Impact Research, which holds that earth must
be maintained within safe limits, otherwise there will be the end of the world.
This is nothing new—just more Malthusian logic.
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The larger problem that elite culture raises is more serious—how to get the
billions of human beings to agree to their own culling? And all of its efforts and
energies are spent in trying to figure out how to get all of humanity to follow its
Pied-Piper of Globalist Eugenics. And this is where the Great Fear becomes useful.

The Great Fear as Means to the Chief End: The
Eugenicist Emperor has No Clothes
The engine that drives and sustains elite culture and facilitates the application of
its agenda is the effective deployment of a psychological trick—all the
assumptions, problems, fixes are provided within the context of fear.
Notice how most of things that matter in the Pied-Piper Globalist Utopia stem
from the context of crisis, of impending doom, of mass extinction. “We have only
x-number of years to save the planet before it’s too late!” “We are facing an
existential threat!” Or, in the famous words of Greta Thunberg, the Benefactor’s
high-priestess: “You have stolen my dreams and my childhood with your empty
words. And yet I'm one of the lucky ones. People are suffering. People are dying.
Entire ecosystems are collapsing. We are in the beginning of a mass extinction,
and all you can talk about is money and fairy tales of eternal economic growth.
How dare you!”
Once humanity is caught in the grips of fear, all solutions, no matter how drastic
or dire, are possible, especially when they are dispensed by those with authority
and supposed good intentions, the Benefactors.
Therefore, the world is always in a crisis—monetary, environmental, social,
cultural, and with Covid-19, medical. A crisis, as the popular saying goes, is an
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opportunity; and so the Corona virus is the ideal tool, essential enabling means,
for the immediate and rapid deployment of the elite agenda, as rather eloquently
summarized by Justin Trudeau, the Canadian Prime Minister: “Building back
better means getting support to the most vulnerable while maintaining our
momentum on reaching the 2030 agenda for sustainable development... This is
our chance to help your pre-pandemic efforts to reimagine economic systems
that actually address global challenges like extreme poverty, inequality, and
climate change.”

The Gift that Keeps on Giving
Covid-19 is the Benefactors’ “dream virus,” for it perfectly uses the Great Fear
that leads to the elite agenda as the solution. It has been described as a “catalyst
for change.”
This is a virus that has brought about massive social and institutional changes:
Covid passports; the creation of two-tiered populations of the vaccinated
(privileged) and the un-vaccinated (unprivileged), with the latter also given the
status of social pariahs who are to be criminalized and removed from society; a
power-crazed iatrarchy dictating how we are to live and how we are to interact
with each other; vaccination by state decree; tyrannical emergency laws.
Of course, any semblance of common sense has been buried under the heavy
weight of the Great Fear. For example, how is it that Covid-19 is such a deadly
virus that you have to be tested to find out if you actually have it or not? And how
is it that the cure for this deadly virus has to be forcefully mandated by
government fiat?
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Or in the words of one of the Benefactors’ handmaids: “Historically, Pandemics
have forced humans to break with the past and imagine their world anew. This
one is no different. It is a portal, a gateway between one world and the next. We
can choose to walk through it, dragging the carcasses of our prejudice and hatred,
our avarice, our data banks and dead ideas, our dead rivers and smoky skies
behind us. Or we can walk through lightly, with little luggage, ready to imagine
another world. And ready to fight for it” (Arundhati Roy).
And here’s Lord Holmes of Richmond: “COVID-19 has exposed the fragility of
nation states and indeed the existing world order. It hasn't brought about
anything new. It exposed the weakness of the old and the weakness of all states,
seeing themselves as post-industrial, walking backwards into the future, unable to
seemingly affect that future and just looking at the rubble of their past. The truth
of it is we have a horrific death toll in the UK and a crashed economy.”
The ability to control humanity through the Great Fear has been effective—for
how easily human beings have come to agree that human breathing is harmful
and so we must all be masked. How easily the Benefactors have convinced us to
take vaccines and now endless “booster” shots.
In 2020, the infamous Davos Group met to discuss how the Benefactors can best
manage the world, since ordinary humans are not be trusted.
One of the papers presented there was by Jane Thomason and Jannah Patchay, of
Fintech TV Thinkathon. Their paper is entitled, “Covid and the New World Order—
Actionable insights from global technology thought leaders.” We have the paper
for you to read in our Resources page. It is hard to find because it is meant for
globalists only.
But Thomason and Patchay can only reach as far as the usual globalist discourse
of crisis: “Scientists, leaders and activists are pushing for an urgent public debate
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so that the global recovery from Covid-19 focuses on clean energy and more
stringent environmental policies.”
The paper concludes with these six chilling points—in other words, eugenics. And
the use of the terms, “transformation,” “governance,” and “management.” stem
from the innate arrogance which holds that the Benefactors can indeed make
permanent planet-wide changes:
• "The Energy Transformation requires us to shift to a low-carbon economy,
ditching polluting fossil fuels in favor of clean and renewable energy
sources. Interestingly, this agenda is increasingly being driven by key energy
players themselves, as they recognize the incontrovertible risks posed to
their resilience and business continuity of maintaining a dependency on
polluting fossil fuels."
• "The Food Security Transformation involves re-thinking and reengineering
agricultural techniques to make better use of our scarce resources and to
address food waste issues. Recent natural events – not only Covid-19 but
also the increase of catastrophic weather events such as hurricanes – has
highlighted the need to develop local and just-in-time supply chains in food
production for greater stability and resilience in food production."
• "The Urban Sustainability Transformation is all about using policy and
planning to create the sustainable, smart cities of the future, with more
energy efficient homes and buildings, a greater emphasis on sustainable
transport infrastructure, and smarter allocation across power grids. Cities
must also become more resilient to climate change that is already in flight."
• "The Population Transformation is about ensuring that our global
population remains at levels that can be supported comfortably by the
planet, within our economic and consumption thresholds. Programmes
such as education, access to family planning and encouraging economic
participation by women can all contribute towards a natural reduction in
population growth rates."
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• "The Biodiversity Management Transformation focusses on protecting the
planet’s six critical “global regulating systems”, the biomes that most
fundamentally underpin our planet’s sustainability."
• "Finally, the Private and Public Governance Transformation requires a
comprehensive re-architecting of our international governance and global
institutions, to support the overall objectives of a Sustainable Development
Trajectory, and filtering these down to corporate as well as national
governance."
Since Covid is a great opportunity, Thomason and Patchay wax enthusiastic:
“Grasp the reset button and be part of redefining the future.” How deluded do
you have to be to actually believe that the future belongs to social engineers?
Overweening hubris is always heady stuff.
In a nutshell, elite culture is anti-human because it sees humanity as the root
problem to all that has supposedly gone wrong with the world and with the
planet.

Questions
The future of the human race is now at a crossroads. We must decide who will
own all of being, all of existence—and therefore all of human future. Will the
human race continue to agree to be frightened and childlike cling to the
Benefactors for security?
This is the question that must now be answered by each individual. The time has
come to make a decision: who offers a better future? The agenda of the
Benefactors? Or, human common sense and human ingenuity? What is more
precious? Commonsense freedom? Or the siren-song of security?
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Commonsense Free Humanity Responds
And here is the response of commonsense free humanity to the Benefactors and
their culture and all their agendas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We refuse to cower.
Our existence is sovereign. You will never own it. Not an inch of it.
Humans are not brute animals that need to be better managed.
The earth is not a condominium that needs better supervisors.
Human beings already know how to look after the planet. We do not need
your fixes.
We reject all your solutions to problems that you say exist.
We refuse to cooperate with you.
Normal is not an outdated concept.
We reject all your crises and all your catastrophe scenarios.
We reject the better world you offer us. It is a vision of Hell itself.
You exist in your hundreds. We exist in our millions.
We renounce your experiments and social engineering. You will never own
humanity.
You may fool us sometimes—but our wisdom runs deeper than your
arrogance.
You have feet of clay—and we will topple you.

And here is humanity’s response to elite culture and its agenda:

Energy
All the models that you use to show the detriments of CO2 are flawed—because
world temperatures do not show any connection to CO2. Plus, ocean atmosphere
controls the amount of CO2 in the air. Oceans also breathe. Therefore, how can
CO2 be bad when all of life on the planet is carbon-based?
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Food Security
Throughout human history the threat of famine has been used to control and
destroy humanity. No settled science exists concerning the issue on the
connection between global warming and hurricanes and food shortages. There
are shortages because of needless government meddling and corporate greed—
the destruction of valuable farmland to urban sprawl. Too much government is
the deadliest thing known to human kind.

Urban Sustainability
Smart cities are prisons whose wardens are the Benefactors. We will never agree
to live in your Panopticons, no matter how much gilding you slather on to make it
look dazzling.

Population Transformation
The conclusion, “ensuring that our global population remains at levels that can be
supported comfortably by the planet” is damning enough. Human are not a herd
that the Benefactors can cull at will.

Biodiversity Management
The protection of biomes by scientific theories (for when is science ever settled
enough to be inviolable and unchanging?) is the justification to own being itself
and all of existence. Sorry, life on this planet is not a political or corporate
concern—and nature is far wiser than all your thinktanks combined. Your
geoengineering is the true crime against nature, against humanity. In the words of
Shakespeare: "There are more things in heaven and earth, Horatio, than are
dreamt of in your philosophy." The Earth belongs to all of us—not to your
agendas.
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Private and Public Governance
One world government, the New World Order, the Great Reset. We will never
accept your Utopias—because all Utopias are dystopias. You can keep your
dreams and agendas. We will always choose to be free, always possessed of our
own commonsense—which you shall never own.

Time to Say No!
To the Benefactors and all their cronies and enablers who have shown themselves
to be Emperors Wearing No Clothes:
We are people of faith, good will, and common sense. We have finally had enough
of your Enlightenment despotic meddling. We are tired of all your grand plans for
a better world. We do not want anything that you offer us—because all your fixes
are poison to us.
Whatever that needs to fixing, we will do it ourselves—organically and with our
own local resources and human ingenuity. We are tired of centralized,
bureaucratic experts telling us what is best for us.
We trust ourselves. We do not trust you—because you are asinine parasites,
feeding on our wealth, good-will, morality, courage, and decency to destroy us.
We will no longer be your hosts.
The only virus affecting the world today is your dystopian elite anti-culture. We
the people have the commonsense vaccine for it!
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Your technologies and laws will never silence. We will create better ways to
communicate. We will defeat your oppressive laws.
We refuse to obey you.
We refuse to consume your propaganda.
We deny your vaccine mandates—because it will always be: “My Body, My
Choice.”
The planet, all nations belong to us. We now reclaim what belongs to us. We will
never abandon our planet, our nations, our homes to your management.
If the world needs rebuilding, we will build it ourselves—without any help from
you.
As decency demands, we ask you nicely to abandon your schemes and your
manipulative agendas and join us and become human once again. Otherwise, we
will simply abandon you and let you sweep yourselves into the dustbin of history!
This Anti-Globalist Manifesto is humanity’s call to a Renaissance commonsense of
human freedom, dignity, and independence!
Please join us!
Live to be free!
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